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1. INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW 
 
“The Race to Victory Circle” [herein “TRVC”] marks RaceMotive’s third event of the 2020 
Pocono Roll-Racing Season.  Unlike other RaceMotive events, TRVC features a heads-up, 
single elimination racing format in which the winning doesn’t necessarily need to have 
the highest MPH, but rather must be the one to cross the finish line first. 
 
This new competition format is in addition to RaceMotive’s highest MPH/VMAX format 
in an effort to bring some variety to the roll-racing season. 
 
RaceMotive prides itself on building a ruleset for TRVC that, to the extent possible, 
minimizes the impact of subjective and in-the-moment decision making from race 
officials.  The ruleset defined below is intended to keep the event as fair as possible for 
all participants. 
 
If you are serious about competing, then we urge you to study this rulebook to ensure 
that (a) you are fully knowledgeable of how the shootout will operate and (b) that like in 
any form of racing, your level comprehension of the ruleset can at times work in your 
favor. 
 
The event is split into two parts: 
 

1) Qualifying (approx. 9:30AM-1:00PM) 
Think of this as any other RaceMotive event.  Get in as many runs as you can, 
but be sure that you are starting below 65.99 MPH.  All fair start runs count 
towards your qualifying MPH and your highest qualifying MPH will dictate 
which class you are placed in.  During this time it doesn’t matter who you 
race, or who crosses first. 

 
2) Single Elimination Bracket Style Shootout (approx. 1:45PM-3:30PM) 

The top-8 MPH from each class will be placed into a single-elimination 
bracket.  These races will be run in a heads-up format, meaning that the car 
to cross the finish line first wins and advances, while the losing car is knocked 
out.  This is where you need to pay attention to the rules because in addition 
to starting at 65.99 MPH or below, there are pacing rules, as well as a 
breakout rule to help minimize sandbagging.  Additional details are outlined 
below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



2. QUALIFYING 
 
The qualifying period is how we determine which class each racer belongs in.  During the 
qualifying hours, racers are allowed and encouraged to make as many passes as they 
can squeeze in.  There are no eliminations during qualifying and you may racer 
whomever you want—all that matters is that you try to start each race at or below 
65.99 MPH.   
 
All runs that start at or below 65.99 MPH are deemed fair, and the resulting finish MPH 
counts toward your qualifying speed.  Each racer’s highest qualifying MPH will be used 
to determine which class to place them in. 
 
How do I qualify? 
 

• Qualifying is simple.  All you have to do is make at least (1) pass with a fair start 
speed (at or below 65.99 MPH)…the resulting finish MPH is a qualifying speed. 
 

• During qualifying hours, you may race as many times as you’d like.  Every time 
you have a fair-start speed run, the resulting MPH counts.  
 

• Your highest finish MPH from a fair-start speed run during qualifying is what 
determines which class you will be placed in. 

 
• Don’t try to sandbag during qualifying.  Race your car in the map you intend to 

race it in during the finals (if you make it) to ensure you don’t breakout of the 
MPH limit for your class and disqualify yourself. 

 
 

What are the classes for this event? 
 

• During qualifying hours (approx. 9:30AM-1:00PM), we will split the total 
group of racers by the color of the sticker they were assigned.  STICKER 
COLOR HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH CLASSSES, this is simply how we manage 
traffic to keep everything running smooth. 
 

• For this event, we will have six total classes based MPH: 
o 140.00-159.99 MPH Class 
o 160.00-169.99 MPH Class 
o 170.00-179.99 MPH Class 
o 180.00-189.99 MPH Class 
o 190.00-199.99 MPH Class 
o 200.00 MPH + Class 

 



• During qualifying, your highest finish MPH from any fair-start speed run is 
what will determine which class you are placed in. 
 

• Note: while you may qualify for a particular class, ONLY the top 8 cars (based 
on qualifying MPH) from each class will advance into the shootout. 
 

 
What if my car doesn’t qualify? 
 

• If you do not have a single fair-start speed pass during qualifying hours that 
does not reach a minimum of 140 MPH, then you will not qualify into any 
class. 
 

• That is ok, this doesn’t not mean your day of racing is done. Once the bracket 
competition is completed (approx. 3:30PM), the track will reopen for all 
participants to enjoy open racing until 5:30PM. 

 
 
What if I don’t make it into the top-8 for my class? 
 

• If you don’t make the cut for the top-8 in your class, no worries.  This doesn’t 
not mean your day of racing is done. 
 

• Once the bracket competition is completed (approx. 3:30PM), the track will 
reopen for all participants to enjoy open racing until 5:30PM. 

 
 

3. SINGLE ELIMINATION BRACKET STYLE SHOOTOUT 
 
During the lunch break, RaceMotive will announce the top-8 cars from each class.  These 
will be the racers competing against one another during this portion of the event.  
 
In the competition, racers within each class will be paired against one another to race in 
a heads-up format in which regardless of MPH, the car that crosses the finish line first is 
the winner.  However, that are five very important rules to keep in mind to ensure 
racers don’t disqualify themselves. 
 

1. Start Speed Rule - Both lanes must start the race at or below 65.99 MPH.  If 
either car exceeds this speed, they are disqualified and eliminated from the 
shootout. 
 

2. Pacing Rule - The race must start with both cars relatively even with each 
other.  Left lane is responsible for setting the pace and right lane is 



responsible for maintaining the pace.  For this event, pace is considered the 
placement of the cars relative to each other, not the MPH of each car.  Right 
lane must never start the race ahead of the left lane, or the outcome may 
result in a disqualification.  Lane assignment is dictated by a coin toss. 

 
3. Breakout Rule - Any car that exceeds the upper finish MPH limit of their 

respective class by +5.00 MPH or more will be disqualified. 
 

4. Always treat every pass as if it is a fair race, regardless of what you think the 
call may be.  Drivers who prematurely abort their run due to something they 
feel their competitor did incorrectly run the risk of a result that is not in their 
favor. 

 
5. The designated RaceMotive Competition Official is the only individual who 

has final say over any decision during the competition.  This applies to 
determining winners, disqualifications, challenges, re-runs, etc.  Regardless of 
what you see, what your friend says or what anyone else says, nothing is final 
until you receive the verdict from the designated RaceMotive Competition 
Official. 

a. After each run, competitors will be asked to return to pit lane, make a 
left, and await the results of their race. 

 
 

So, I’ve qualified and I see that I made the cut for the top-8 in my class…now what? 
 
• If during lunch you see that you have made the cut for the top-8 in your respective 

class then we ask that you make any final adjustments and have your car to pit lane 
no later than 1:45PM. 
 

• Qualified cars who do not make it to pitlane in time may be disqualified for delay of 
events. 

 
• Once your car is in pit lane, you may walk away BUT you must return to your vehicle 

by 1:45PM to receive your pairings and further instruction. 
 
• Cars must be ready to run by 1:45PM.  Any car that is not ready by that time runs the 

risk of being disqualified.  
 

 
Ok, so I’m paired up and about to race in the first round.  What happens next? 
 
• Before heading out onto the course, a RaceMotive official will meet with you and 

your paired competitor to review the rules and answer any questions. 
 



• The RaceMotive official will also conduct a coin flip, in which the winner receive 
choice of lane. 

 
• Once all questions have been answered and lane assignments have been determined, 

you and your paired competitors will be instructed to proceed to the pre-start 
staging area located on Turn 3 of the Pocono tri-oval. 

 
 

What is considered a “fair-start” during the competition? 
 
• During the competition portion of the event, a “fair-start” has one additional 

component than it did during qualifying. 
 

• Start Speed: Both cars must start their race at or below 65.99 MPH.  This is based on 
the reading from the RaceMotive timing system and not your speedometer or GPS.  

o  If either car exceeds the allowed start speed, then that car is disqualified. 
o If both cars exceed the start speed, they are allowed (1) re-run.  If both cars 

exceed the start speed again during their re-run, then both cars will be 
disqualified 
 

• Pacing: In addition to starting at or below 65.99 MPH, pacing is the second 
component of determining a fair-start during the competition.  Lane choice will be 
dictated by a coin-toss before the start of each race. 

o Left lane sets the pace. 
o Right lane must maintain the pace and ensure that they do not cross the 

starting cones ahead of the left lane.  Right lane may begin in line with or 
behind the vehicle in the left lane for a fair-start. 

o Pacing decisions will be determined by two key data points: 
§ First and foremost is the time differential between each lane’s start as 

measured by RaceMotive’s timing system. 
• In the event additional data is needed, RaceMotive may also 

refer to its slow-motion video cameras placed at the start and 
finish. 

 
§ The following scenarios would be considered “fair-pacing” 

• Timing system shows that the left lane crossed the starting 
cone before the right lane 

• Timing system shows that the left lane crossed the starting 
cone at the same time as the right lane 

• Timing system shows that the right lane crossed the starting 
cone before the left lane by 0.04 seconds or less.  

 
§ The following scenarios would be considered “unfair-pacing” 



• Timing system shows that the right lane crossed the starting 
cone before the left lane by 0.05 seconds or more.  

• The left lane crossed the starting cone before the right lane, 
but was deemed as intentionally making it difficult for the 
right lane to properly pace them. 
 

o A false-start due to either starting speed or unfair-pacing results in that racer 
being disqualified. 

o An automatic re-run is only granted if both lanes broke one of the starting 
rules.   

§ Re-runs for both lanes failing to achieve a fair-start will only be 
granted once per pairing. 

 
Ok, so I got the fair-start…but how do you determine winner? 
 
•  Assuming both lanes have fulfilled the requirements of a fair-start (based on starting 

MPH and proper pacing), then the winner is determined by which car crosses the 
finish cones/flags first. 

o The primary data point for this will be RaceMotive’s timing system which will 
tell which car crossed first and how many seconds ahead of the other lane 
they were. 

o In the event of a finish that is too close to determine based on this data, 
RaceMotive may also refer to its slow-motion camera placed at the finish line. 
 

• As long as your finish MPH does not exceed +5.00 MPH or more above the upper 
limit of your class, then the finish is deemed fair. 

o However, any race during the competition that results in a finish MPH that is 
over this limit will result in a disqualification for that racer. 

o This breakout rule supersedes any other outcome for a race during the 
competition 

§ For example, this means that that if a racer exceeded the breakout 
MPH during on during a race in which both lanes experienced a 
false/unfair start, then instead of being re-run the racer that exceeded 
the breakout limit will be disqualified. 

o The breakout rule applies to all classes except the 200.00 MPH+ class. 
 
 

I’ve just finished my race, how do I know the outcome? 
 
• The only way to receive the official outcome of your race during the competition is to 

return to pitlane. 
 



• Upon entering pitlane, you will be asked to make a left and await the RaceMotive 
Official’s decision. 
 

• The outcome of win, loss, disqualification, or re-run will be provided to both racers at 
the same time, along with the evidence to support the decision. 

 
 

What if I don’t agree with the RaceMotive Official’s decision? 
 
• Each racer has the opportunity for (1) challenge per pairing.  That one challenge 

applies to every run that racer has against the same competitor, and once used that 
racer may not challenge another verdict against the same competitor—regardless of 
the circumstance. 
 

• If you feel that the Official’s decision is genuinely incorrect, then calmy explain your 
case and the official will take the challenge under review. 
 

• All challenges must be raised at the time the Official delivers the original ruling.  A 
racer cannot come back later to challenge a decision, regardless of the evidence. 
 

• All challenges will be taken seriously.  However, a challenge may not always result in 
the original decision being overturned.  
 

•  If a valid challenge is raised, the Official will re-review the evidence available. 
1. RaceMotive will only review evidence from its timing system and its own 

cameras. 
2. RaceMotive reserves the right of when/if 3rd-party data/video is taken into 

account. 
 

• When a valid challenge is raised, there are several possible outcomes: 
1. The Official determines there is sufficient evidence to overturn the original 

decision.  This may result in a different winner being determined or the race 
being re-run. 

2. The Official determines that there is insufficient evidence to overturn the 
original decision and the original outcome stands. 

 
• Once determined, the outcome of a challenge cannot be re-challenged by either 

racer. 
 

• Regardless of the outcome of a challenge, the racer who used it has now used up 
their challenge opportunities until when/if they advance to their next pairing in the 
bracket with another racer. 

 



 
Is there ever a circumstance that I cannot challenge a ruling? 
 
Yes, there are several circumstances that would result in a challenge being denied 
without further review.  These include, but are not limited to: 
 

• Challenges will be denied if the racer raising the challenge has already utilized 
their (1) challenge while racing the same competitor. 
 

• Challenges will be denied if the reason for their loss/disqualification was based 
on their own start and/or finish MPH 

o Unless there was a clear fault in the timing system for either lane 
 

• Challenges will be denied if the reason for their loss/disqualification was due to a 
mechanical failure or operator error 

o Unless the circumstance fits the requirements for a significant safety 
concern 

• Challenges will be denied if the reason for their loss/disqualification was based 
on an assumption that their competitor broke a rule or experienced failure 

o All racers should always assume every racer is a fair run and put forth 
their best efforts to win, regardless of what the other lane is doing, unless 
there is a significant safety concern. 

o If a racer chooses to abort their race for any reason, beyond valid safety 
concerns, they accept the risk of losing and not being granted a 
rerun/challenge 

 
Ok, so what happens once I win or lose? 
 

• If you are deemed the winner of a bracket race, you will advance to your next 
pairing.  The Official will provide an approximate time to return to your car.  
The last car standing in each class is deemed the winner. 
 

• If you are deemed the loser of a bracket race, you will be eliminated from 
competition…BUT that does not mean you are done for the day.  Once the 
shootout is complete, you’ll have an opportunity for more open track time. 

 
 

4. EXAMPLE SCENARIOS & OUTCOMES THAT MAY OCCURSINGLE 
ELIMINATION BRACKET STYLE SHOOTOUT 
 
Now that you have an overview of how the day will operate and the rules to remember, 
here are a few examples of possible scenarios, how they would be handled, and what 
the outcome will be. 



 
a) SCENARIO #1: Both cars had fair-start based on both speed and pacing, and 

neither exceeded the breakout MPH limit for their class 
• In this scenario, assuming both lanes met the requirements for a fair start 

and finish, then the car that crossed the line first would be deemed the 
winner. 

 
b) SCENARIO #2: Both cars had fair-start based on both speed and pacing, but 1 

lane exceeded the breakout MPH limit for their finish 
• In this scenario, the car that exceeded the breakout MPH limit would be 

disqualified and the other car would be deemed the winner assuming they 
had a fair-start and finish. 

 
c) SCENARIO #3: Only one of the cars had fair-start based on both speed and 

pacing 
• The car that had an unfair start due to their speed and/or pacing would 

be disqualified and the other car would be deemed the winner assuming 
they had a fair-start and finish. 

 
d) SCENARIO #4: Only one of the cars had fair-start based on both speed and 

pacing, but that car also exceeded the breakout speed for their class 
• In this scenario, the car that exceeded the breakout speed would be 

disqualified regardless of the circumstance. 
• Since the remaining racer did not have a fair start, they must complete a 

“solo” pass to advance 
o This requires them to still have a fair start speed, finish while 

meeting the minimum MPH for their class, and finish without 
exceeding the breakout limit for their class. 

 
e) SCENARIO #5: Neither cars had fair-start based on both speed and pacing 

• In this scenario, the race would be re-run once. 
• If both cars fail to achieve a fair-start on the re-run, then both will be 

disqualified. 
 
 

f) SCENARIO #6: Timing system MPH fault 
• During a race if the timing system fails to capture the start or finish MPH 

for either lane, then several outcomes may be possible: 
o First, RaceMotive will check its system’s data logs to see if any 

information was stored. 
o If the MPH still cannot be determined then: 



§ If both racers choose to accept the race result as is 
(without the MPH data point), then a winner will be 
selected based on other evidence 

§ If either racer refuses to accept the result, then the race 
must be re-run 

• If either racer refuses the re-run, then they are 
voluntarily disqualified and the remaining racer 
must complete a “solo” pass 

• In the event the timing system does not output MPH for either lane’s start 
or finish, neither racer will have to utilize their challenge opportunity. 

 
g) SCENARIO #7: Aborted Run Due to a Safety Concern 

• If at any point either racer notices a circumstance on the track that could 
impact the safety of the race, they are strongly encouraged to abort the run 
without penalty. 

• In the event either racer must abort their run due to a valid safety concern, a 
re-run will automatically be granted. 

o In most cases of a significant safety concern, racers will be given the 
benefit of the doubt and be allowed to re-run at least once…unless 
there is evidence that the claim is not substantiated or is 
suspicious/potentially an attempt to cheat. 

• Upon returning to the pits, the racer must notify the Official of the 
circumstance that made them question the safety of the run. 

o Examples of valid scenarios include, but are not limited to: significant 
debris or fluid in the racer’s own lane, observed/suspected fire in one’s 
own car, the racer experiencing a significant loss of traction that may 
result in a crash (beyond typical wheelspin), a tire blowout, etc. 

• In any re-run scenario that is granted due to a safety concern, both vehicles 
and racers must be able to complete the run safely 

o If either car is inoperable or irreparable, then the remaining racer 
must fulfill the requirements of a solo pass. 

 
 

 
  


